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Abstract 
Cloud computing is next generation of computing and a developing computing paradigm in the 

modern industry, either may be government organizations or the public organizations. In simple 

words we can say that Cloud Computing is set of different servers that cater to need of different 

clients based on their demands. Clouds have very powerful data centres to handle large number of 

user’s requests. Cloud platform provides dynamic pool of resources and virtualization. Load 

Balancing is required to properly manage the resources of the service contributor. Load balancing is a 

technique to distribute the workload among many virtual machines in a Server over the network to 

achieve optimal resource consumption, decrease in data processing time, decrease in average 

response time, and avoid overload. Through better load balancing in cloud, performance can be 

improved and better services are provided to user. Here in this paper we have discussed many 

different load balancing techniques used to solve the issue in cloud computing environment. 
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Introduction 

Cloud computing is a internet based service provider in which users are allowed to access 

services on demand. Cloud computing is relatively a new software system technology, which 

allows dynamic resource allocation on consolidated resources using a combination of 

different techniques from parallel computing, distributed computing, as well as platform 

virtualization technologies [1].. Cloud computing has been a primary focus in both the 

research community and the industry over recent years because of its flexibility in software 

deployments, and of its elasticity capability on resource consolidation. The latest trends show 

that a large number of medium and large scale businesses are shifting to cloud. The service 

providers are increasing day by day and provide services at lower costs. 

The main Objective of Cloud Computing is to shift the computational services from desktop 

to the internet that is moving computation, services offered by them and data off-site to an 

external, internal, location that is not visible to main contractor. Cloud Computing model is 

often referred as "pay-per-use model" because we pay amount as per our usage of resources 

[3]. 

Cloud computing implements virtualization technique in which a single system can be 

virtualized into number of virtual systems [6]. On receiving a request from a client Load 

balancing helps to decides which client will use the virtual machine and which virtual 

machines wait or will be assigned to different virtual machine. Load balancing of can be 

managed by using virtualization technology where we can remap Virtual Machines (VMs) 

and physical resources according to the change in load. Due to these benefits, virtualization 

technology is most often implemented in Cloud computing. In load balancing there are 

different challenges that needs to be handled like scalability, throughput, availability, Virtual 

machine relocation,, fault tolerance, but main issue is the load balancing, it is the process of 

distributing the load among various nodes of a distributed system in order to minimize the 

communication delay and to minimize the resource utilization and also avoiding a situation 

when some of the machines have large amount of data and consuming excess time while 
others have huge amount of load while other nodes are doing nothing or idle with very little work. 

 

A. Types of cloud computing 

Cloud computing provides three types of services
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 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

It provides access to fundamental resources within the 

cloud i.e. virtual machines, storage etc. In this users 

need not to buy required servers or network resources 

of their own. The users pay only for the time duration 

they are using the service. [7]. 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

It helps to provide runtime environment to build an 

application. In this model, Cloud computing provides a 

way where resources are available and users can create 

the required applications by themselves. 

 Software as a Service (SaaS) 

It allows the users to use software applications as a 

service from various cloud providers through the 

internet [9]. In this type elasticity makes a cloud 

application different from another application. 

 

Load Balancing 

Cloud computing is one of the fastest adopted and 

implemented technology in various sectors. Many 

organizations these days are implementing and setting up 

clouds, due to flexible architecture of cloud which always 

results in the increase in number of users reaching cloud 

and ultimately improving performance. Although clouds 

are categorized as public, private and hybrid models but 

still there may be problem of reliability in these clouds 

[4][5]. Cloud computing has been used by most of the 

organization such as, social networking websites, online 

applications design by Google doc and Several clouds are 

also used for online software testing [14]. 

Load balancing is one of the most important aspect in cloud 

computing environment that can purposeful improve 

resource utilization, performance and save energy by 

properly assigning/reassigning computing resources to the 

incoming requests from users. Therefore how to schedule 

virtual machines (VMs) effectively by considering various 

parameters that can influence its decision becomes an 

important research point for cloud computing. 
 

Existing Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud 

Computing 

To distribute workload among multiple network links 

among multiple virtual machines and to achieve maximum 

throughput, minimize response time. We use two 

algorithms to distribute the load. 
 

A. Round Robin 

In RR algorithm, the cloudlets or jobs are equally divided 

among all processors. Each cloudlet is assigned to the 

processor in a timely manner. The process distribution 

order is maintained locally independent of the allocations 

from isolated processors. Though the load distributions 

between processors are equal but the processing times for 

different processes are not same. So it may be possible that 

at any point of time some processors may be heavily loaded 

and others remain idle. In round robin scheduling the time 

slice play a vital role for scheduling, because if time slice is 

very large then round robin scheduling algorithm behave 

like FCFS scheduling. If the time quantum is small then 

context switching will be more and response time will be 

less. 
 

Methodology 

1. Vmload Balancer maintains an index of VMs and state of the 

Vms (busy/available). 

2. Initially all Vms are available 

3. The Data center controller receives the user 

requests/cloudlets. 

4. The requests are allocated to Vms on the basis of their 

states known from the VM queue. 

5. The round robin vmload balancer will allocate the time 

quantum for user request execution. 

6. The Vmload balancer will decide the scheduling order 

based on arrival time and execution time. 

7. After the execution of cloudlets, the VMs are de- 

allocated by the VmLoad Balancer. 

8. The data center controller checks for new 

/pending/waiting requests in queue. 

 

B. Equally Spread Current Execution Algorithm 

(ESCE): 

The load balancer tries to protect equal load to all the 

virtual machines connected with the data centre. In Equally 

spread current execution algorithm, the processes are 

handled with load priorities. It distributes the load to virtual 

machine by checking the load at current time and transfer 

of the load to that virtual machine which is lightly loaded 

and handles that request easily and result in less time taken, 

and give maximum possible throughput. In this technique 

the load balancer tries to divide the load into multiple 

virtual machines. 

It maintains a index table containing list of virtual machine 

with current load. When all the virtual machines are 

currently loaded and when there is a request to the data 

centre to allocate the new VM, it scans the table for VM 

which is least loaded. If in case there are more than one 

VM is found than first come first serve algorithm is used 

and first identified VM is selected for handling the request 

of the client/node, the load balancer returns VM id to 

datacenter broker. The data centre communicates the 

demand to the VM identified by that id. After each 

allocation the index table is updated and when task is 

completed, it is informed to data centre which is further 

notified by the load balancer. The load balancer again 

updates the index table and result in decreasing the 

allocation count by one but in this there is an additional 

overhead of scanning the queue again and again. 

 

Methodology 

1. Initially all Vms are available 

2. When a job is requested to data center broker. 

3. Count the active load on each VM 

4. Return the id of those VM which is having least load. 

5. The VMLoad Balancer will allocate the request to one 

of the VM. 

6. If a VM is overloaded then the VMLoad Balancer will 

distribute some of its work to the VM having least 

work so that every VM is equally loaded. 

7. The data center controller receives the response to the 

request sent and then allocate the waiting requests 

from the job pool/queue to the available VM & so on. 

 

C. Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm (TLB) 

In TLB algorithm, an index table is maintained by load 

balancer which contains virtual machines as well as their 

states (Available or Busy). On receiving a request from 

client data centre firstly tries to find a suitable virtual 

machine (VM) to perform the requested task. The data 

centre broker asks the load balancer for allocation of the 
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VM. The index table is scanned from top by the load 

balancer until the first available 

VM is found or the index table is scanned fully. If the 

status of any VM is Available, then VM id is send to the 

data centre. The data centre then allocates the request to the 

VM identified using the throttled algorithm. Also, the data 

centre updates the index table and set the state of Vm to 

Busy. But during processing the request of client, if no VM 

is found, the load balancer returns -1 to the data centre 

[7][8]. The data centre queues the request of the client with 

it. When a certain VM completes its task, a request is sent 

to data centre to update its index table. The total execution 

time can be estimated in three phases. During first stage 

there is configuration of the virtual machines and they will 

be idle waiting for tasks, once tasks are allocated, the 

virtual machines in the cloud will start processing their 

assigned tasks, which is considered as the second phase, 

and finally during the third phase after completion of their 

dedicated tasks the virtual machines are de-allocated. 

 

Methodology 

1. Throttled VmLoad Balancer maintains an index table 

of VMs and the state of the VM 

(BUSY/AVAILABLE). At the start all VM’s are 

available. 

2. Data Center Broker receives a new request. 

3. Data Center Broker queries the Throttled VmLoad 

Balancer for the next allocation. 

4. Throttled VmLoad Balancer check the table from top 

until the first available VM is found. 

5. If VM is found available then Throttled VmLoad 

Balancer returns the VM id to the Data Center Broker. 

6. The Data Center Broker sends the request to the VM 

identified by that id. 

7. Data Center Broker notifies the Throttled VmLoad 

Balancer of the new allocation. 

8. If all Vm’s are busy then Throttled VmLoad Balancer 

returns 

9. When the VM finishes processing the request, and the 

Data Center Broker receives the response cloudlet, it 

notifies the Throttled VmLoad Balancer of the VM de-

allocation. 

 

D. First Come First Serve: 

FCFS (First Come First Served), used in parallel task 

processing, is the simplest task ordering strategy. It chooses 

and processes the task according to the sequence in which 

they request the Data Center Broker. With this scheme the 

user request which comes first to the data center broker is 

allocated the virtual machine for execution first. The 

implementation of FCFS policy is easily managed with 

FIFO queue. The data center Broker searches for virtual 

machine which is in idle state or under loaded. Then the 1st 

request from the queue is removed and passed to one of the 

VM through the VMLoad Balancer 

 

Methodology 

1. FCFS Vmload Balancer maintains an index table of 

virtual machines & number of requests currently 

allocated to the VM. At start all have zero allocation. 

2. The vmload balancer allocates the cloudlets/user 

requests to the available VMs on the basis of requests 

sent by the data center Broker. 

3. The data center Broker stores the user requests in a 

queue on the basis of their arrival time. 

4. The first request according to the arrival time is 

allocated to the VM which is under loaded or free by 

FCFS Vmload Balancer. 

5. The FCFS VmLoad Balancer will execute the cloudlets 

and calculate the turnaround time, avg. waiting time 

and response time. After that it will display the result. 

6. The data center Broker receives the response to the 

request sent and then allocate the waiting requests 

from the job pool/queue to the available VM & so on. 

7. Completion of their dedicated tasks the virtual 

machines are de-allocated. 

 

E. MaxMin Load balancing algorithm 

The Max-min algorithm is commonly used in distributed 

environment. When a job is requested to data center broker 

then completion time is calculated for each task on the 

available resources [2]. This algorithm chooses large tasks 

to be executed firstly, which in turn small task delays for 

long time. This algorithm also works in two phases. First, 

the maximum expected completion time for all the tasks is 

calculated. The completion time for all the tasks is 

calculated on all the virtual machines. In the second phase, 

the task with the maximum expected completion time from 

makes pan is selected and that tasks assigned to the 

corresponding resource. After the completion of the current 

task it is removed from the make span and this process is 

repeated until all tasks are completed. 

 

Methodology 

1. MaxMin Vmload Balancer maintains an index table of 

virtual machines & number of requests currently 

allocated to the VM. At start all have zero allocation. 

2. The vmload balancer allocates the cloudlets/user 

requests to the available VM. 

3. Expected completion time is calculated for each VM 

4. Task with maximum expected completion time is 

selected and is assigned to corresponding VM. 

5. After completion of task the index table is update 

 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Cloud Computing has widely adopted by the many 

organizations, still there are some issues like Load 

Balancing, Virtual Machine Migration, Energy 

Management, etc. One of the concerned issues is the issue 

of load balancing, which distribute the load from heavily 

loaded to lightly load among all nodes to improve 

efficiency and user satisfaction. Using a proper load 

balancing algorithm, resource consumption can be kept to a 

minimum which will further reduce energy consumption. 

There are many existing load balancing techniques out of 

which few famous techniques are discussed in this paper 

that mainly focus on reducing associated overhead, service 

response time and improving performance etc. but none of 

the techniques has considered the energy consumption 

factors. Therefore, there is a need to develop an energy-

efficient load balancing technique that can improve the 

performance of cloud computing by balancing the 

workload across all the nodes in the cloud along with 

maximum resource utilization. 
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